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(54) Computer server system having i/o board with cable-free redundant adapter cards thereon

(57) The cage-supported hard disk drives in a com-
puter server system are coupled to connectors on the
cage back plane circuit boards and are controlled by a
pair of array controller cards which are hot-plug connect-
ed in a redundant manner on the system I/O board using
a pair of connectors mounted on the I/O board, each
connector having first and second sets of electrical con-
tacts thereon. Connector edge portions of the array con-
troller cards are plugged into the I/O board connectors
and have first and second sets of electrical contacts that
engage the corresponding first and second sets of elec-
trical contacts on their associated I/O board connectors.
Formed on the I/O board are (1) a peripheral intercon-

nect bus structure connected to the first sets of connec-
tor electrical contacts, (2) an electrical bus structure
connected to the second sets of connector electrical
contacts and associated cable connectors, and (3) an
intercontroller bus structure connected between the
second sets of connector electrical contacts and ena-
bling the two array controller cards to communicate with
one another independently of the peripheral intercon-
nect bus structure. Electrical cables are interconnected
between the electrical bus structure and the back plane
circuit boards to couple the array controller cards thereto
in a redundant control manner without requiring direct
cable connection to either of the array controller cards.
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